SWAN Technology Users Group
Meeting Minutes
March 29th, 2018 at 10am
RAILS Burr Ridge

Attendees:
Steven Schlewitt, SWAN  Ian Nosek, SWAN  Rudy Host, SWAN
Michael Szarmach, MAGIC  Rebecca Bartlett, LGS  Matthew Hennessy, WRS
Amy Prechel, WMS  Rafal Radomski, FPS  Ross Valentine, BLD
Marcos Arellano, SFS  Mike Byrne, BIS  Andrew Murgas, MTS
Michael Richardson, HAS  Ahren Sievers, EPS  Ann Stovall, INS

• SWAN System Update
  • Downtime Report

• Update on SWAN Technology Projects
  • OS Upgrade/Cloud Migration
  • New 19 Migrations

• Everything Integrated (Ian Nosek)
  • How your vendors connect with SWAN
    • Communico to be added to vendor list
    • PQAdmin/iTeam to be added

• Microsoft Tech Summit (Rudy Host)
  • Windows ATP

• Security Discussion

• Open Forum Discussions
  • Question: What do libraries use to secure their phone system from spam callers